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I rearranged sections as necessary, making sure that the Big Scenes 

were evenly spaced throughout the story, and that no adjoining sections 
ever had the same color. For those interested, the order of the story is 
YMCMCGYMCMYMCGYMGY. There were other considerations in 
how I ordered things, but ensuring this variety and spacing was just as 
important as revealing information in a specific order. 

So that’s how I wrote this thing. Hopefully it is more than just a 
twist. 
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specific passage was, but I remember there was one moment where I 
suddenly had the idea for the twist—the wanderer discovers that the 
map is a corpse, and they are suddenly able to make sense of their 
miserable existence; they see their life from a broader perspective, 
rising above their immediate view, and they become a coherent self 
again. 

Well that’s a hell of a thing to convey in a short story! So of course 
the first draft ended up longer than I expected, though only half as long 
as its final form. It was only 8000 words long, because although I had 
this very complex suite of themes, I was still treating the story as a 
simple set-up and twist. In the first draft, the fact that the map is a 
corpse wasn’t revealed until the very final scene! Si Muue discovers 
this fact at the same time they discover that there are actually two 
corpses, one a godson and one a mixture, and then actually kills  Lio 
P—it was a mess. I knew it even when I wrote it. 

So editing it, I realized I had to treat the story as what it really was: 
not a single explosive twist, but the development and deepening of a 
caustic relationship between two doomed characters. I teased out the 
big moments so they weren’t all jumbling together, and used these as 
the tentpoles of the story. In my notes, I described them like this: 

 
Big scenes: 

-Opening Scene 
-stabby scene 
-confrontation @ the Black lake 
-Lio P’s story 
-Final Scene 

 
I added some other scenes as well, especially dealing with Lio P 

and Si Muue’s differing ideas about god—this was lightly touched in 
the first draft, but only incidentally. 

Things were getting pretty unwieldy, so to sort out the pacing I 
color coded every single section in Microsoft Word, according to these 
categories: 

 
Yellow: Big Scenes 
Green: Dreams/dreamlike 
Magenta: Si Muue wandering 
Cyan: Lio P and Si Muue chattin 
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Afterword 
 
 
The idea for this story was a twist. A group of people are lost, 

wandering in the guts of a titanic corpse, when they stumble upon a 
cartographer. Twist: the cartographer’s map is a dissected human body. 
Surprising yet inevitable. 

That’s an idea, but not really a story—it needs something a little 
extra. E.g. the twist is revealed when the cartographer kills one of the 
characters to make them into a map. But that sort of thing felt obvious, 
flat, simple. At least at the time. These days, my inclinations are toward 
elegance and concision—I would’ve just gone with the obvious. But 
back in 2018 when I first started this story, I gave in to elaboration 
easily. I didn’t want the cartographer to be a simple mad scientist. 

I wrote out a few paragraphs, just taking a stab at it, but I still 
didn’t know where it was going. Then I studied abroad in Spain for a 
semester, not writing anything in English that whole time, and the story 
lay dormant. Towards the end of the semester and the start of summer 
break, I was by chance reading a lot about survival in extreme 
circumstances. I read In the Heart of the Sea by Nathaniel Philbrick, 
Aurora by Kim Stanley Robinson, and I watched the first season of The 
Terror. These are about survivors of a wrecked whaling ship, survivors 
of an ark ship, and survivors of a polar expedition, respectively. In the 
Heart of the Sea, the only one of these that is fully non-fiction, was 
especially relevant to writing “Cartographer” because of the focus on 
how the survivors coped with their extreme conditions. 

Then, leaning into the trend at this point, I read Night by Elie 
Wiesel and Man’s Search for Meaning by Viktor Frankl. And this latter 
was where I finally got my something extra, turning my twist into a 
story. Man’s Search for Meaning is an account of Frankl’s experience 
in Nazi concentration camps, as well as a description of his post-war 
psychiatric practice, and the philosophy behind it. Essentially, his idea 
is that meaning-making is crucial to survival. I’m not sure what the 
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The map calms them. They steadily memorize it, and chew over the 

last bites of food. They wish they could preserve that larger map, like 
Lio P said. It wouldn’t be accurate for long, but it would always be a 
record of Si Muue’s memory. What if they lose it all again? What if 
they forget what Lio P has done to them, everything they’ve seen here? 

They study the little drawn map more. They still have this one. This 
one with the path forward. 

Lio P joins them, a large leather sack strapped to his bare back, a 
spear in his left hands, a lantern in his lesser right. 

“Let us leave this pit at last, dear,” he says. 
Si Muue stands, takes up the map, and leads Lio P out of the tent 

and into the black. 
  

 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Si Muue doesn’t even feel the water until they are three steps into 
it. They are already cold and damp, and they’ve been dropping their 
feet one in front of the other following a trickle of water, hoping it will 
lead somewhere, clutching the last shreds of the papers they started out 
with, an endless stagger for what could be a whole day, or two, Si 
Muue has no idea. They stop, swing their lantern around, knee-deep on 
the edge of a huge pool, a black lake, who knows how far it spills 
within this great network of bone caverns. They cast the lantern back 
behind them, in the direction they came, and see a long, steady slope of 
ground, a flat cave marked with a few columns and knobs of bone, but 
with no walls in sight. They can follow the edge of the lake now, 
turning right or left from the small stream of water they’ve been 
following. 

They back out of the lake and kneel on the ground, water pooling 
around their moldy, dripping pants. They set their lantern down, along 
with their papers—the final remnants of a once extensive record of 
their path, their Family’s path, through the corpse of Iodeuu, now just 
scraps. They are Si Muue’s only tether back to their Family, their only 
way to know where they have been, their only hope at finding out 
where they are now. 

They bend over the largest scrap and reach back into their pack to 
take out a graphite stylus. They begin to write, “turned left at black 
lake,” but the paper instantly tears under the stylus. It’s been splashed 
with water, and the pigment is splotched, the fiber disintegrating. 
Rotting. Si Muue’s tether washes away before their eyes. 

“Are you lost, dear?” 
Si Muue looks up. The figure before them seems a ghost. They 

haven’t seen a godson in years, and yet this person is unmistakably a 
godson. Towering over Si Muue, almost three times their size, his 
lesser arms folded across his abdomen and his major arms holding a 
lantern and a spear. 
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“Oh, heart-of-God, is this a stranger I see before me?” the godson 

asks. A red tongue darts out of his mouth and licks his stiff, beak-like 
lips. 

Si Muue didn’t even know there were any godsons in Iodeuu’s 
body—why would there be? What does a godson have to run from? 

“Not too talkative, are we? Ah, most people aren’t, but maybe 
you’ll warm up in time.” 

Si Muue stares at the spear. If this godson wanted to kill them, the 
spear would already be in their chest. 

“So, dear, are you lost?” 
They look to their tattered papers. Bleeding ink. 
“Yes, grandest,” they say. They avoid the godson’s eyes, their head 

slightly bowed. They stand, and pick up their lantern. 
“You’re in luck then. I am a cartographer, you see, and I can help 

you find your way, if you can tell me how in Our King’s name a 
stranger like you has survived this deep in Iodeuu’s corpse.” 

“I I I I can do that, grandest,” Si Muue says. 
“Then follow, dear, and don’t mind all that Republic etiquette. I am 

Liesuuii Pouio, and you may call me by my initials.” 
“I am Chiaka Mursii,” they say. 
“How does a man derive initials from that mouthful?” Lio P asks. 
“Si Muue,” they say. 
The two turn away from the lake, and move out into the flat, empty 

bone cavern. 
“Tell me, Si Muue, is it true that strangers believe God is a neuter, 

just like you all?” 
“Strangers aren’t all neuter,” Si Muue says. “And no.” 
“Hmm. Well, Our King must like you one way or the other, to have 

protected you so long in such a perilous place.” 
After a while more of walking, walls come into view, the ceiling 

and floor meeting at last, and Lio P heads for a large circular hole in the 
wall. Si Muue follows him into the bone tunnel, which winds back and 
forth, growing narrower all the while, until finally they reach the end. 
Right where it seems the bone cavern will constrict into nothing, 
instead there stands a perverse house. Sheets of glinting metal, heavy 
fabrics strung between bone poles. Light shines red through a few flaps 
of thin leather, and bright yellow through the gaps between one wall 
and another. 

“Welcome to my home, Si Muue.” 
Si Muue follows Lio P into the structure, and they find themselves 

in a large room—though a small room, for a godson—furnished with a 
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the knife as if it’s still there. He looks at the empty fist, then slams it 
against the bone where his left eye used to be, once, twice, three times, 
again again, his knuckles bleeding, spattering across the ground, 
screaming. 

He stops, and gasps for breath. His arm drops to his side. He looks 
at you. “Si Muue,” he says. “I’m sorry. I’m sorry for what I did to 
you.” 

They don’t know what to say to that. 
“Tell me,” Lio P says. “Tell me how to choose good then.” 
“Escort me out of here,” they say. 
“Then I will. And if Our King strikes me dead the moment I leave 

this place, then we will know who was right.” 
Si Muue nods. 
Lio P wipes spit from his beard and straightens up.  “What about 

the maps?” he asks. “I should make a full copy of this one—of both of 
them—or leave it, seal it up in case we have to come back here and—” 

“We’re not coming back. We have the only part of it that we need 
copied down.” 

“But if we get out—this could be valuable, an accurate map of the 
whole interior of—” 

“It’ll never be accurate for long. Everything rots. Hunter groups 
move. Caverns flood. Blisters burst. A static map can’t hold that 
forever. That’s why we strangers don’t draw permanent maps, or write 
down stories. We’re supposed to keep them in our heads.” 

“That is why you have never climbed out of the bottom of 
civilization,” Lio P snaps, and laughs. 

“I’ve got everything I need except food,” Si Muue pats their pack, 
“so whenever you’re ready—” 

“Sorry,” Lio P says, suddenly humorless. “My my my apologies, 
for insulting your people,” he mumbles. 

Si Muue avoids eye contact, but not out of respect. “I’ll be waiting 
in the front room,” they say, and they leave the map room, walk down 
the corridor, and sit at the table they’ve sat at so many times before. 
They devour a half-eaten cut of maggot left out on a plate, gobbling it 
down as they’ve done a hundred hundred times. 

Memories knock against you in rapid succession. You’re drowning. 
You’re at this table talking, you’re hurting, you’re healing, you’re 
eating, you’re crying, he’s battering your head against the ground as 
you stab into his eye, you pull out the map you’ve made. You stare at 
it. 
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my God for an ineffectual, immoral … no, I’ll just wait. I have faith in 
Our King.” 

“Why would your God want you to wait in here for years and 
years, in misery?” Si Muue asks. 

“Because, I … don’t play the fool Si Muue, we both know why I’m 
down here in this pit.” Lio P stares at the corpse for a while. Eventually 
Si Muue takes a corner of the membrane, and in a flourish tears the 
whole thing off. It floats up into the air, then drifts to the floor like a 
leaf. 

“You redborn bitch,” Lio P growls. “Why—” 
“I have my map already,” Si Muue says. “And if this is just a game, 

you won’t mind it rotting.” 
“I’ve spent years on this, I—” 
“It’s time to go—” 
“No!” Lio P shouts. “It won’t work! Our King is a Godson, not this 

miserable, weak, Orthodoxy wretch, who can’t even forgive anyone! 
Who will forgive me?” 

He rushes to the godson table and spreads all his arms over it. “He! 
He will forgive me!” 

Si Muue rolls up their map. “He can’t,” they say. 
Lio P breathes deep, then looks up. “Then, then you. Si Muue, if 

you forgive me, maybe then, maybe then I’ll be free to join you, to 
leave this place, to … maybe be be …” 

Si Muue walks over to the table. Their heart is shaking their whole 
body, they’re staring at the knife. They reach out and take it from Lio 
P’s loosened grip. “No, Lio P.” 

Lio P chokes. “Then leave me to my penance! Take my other eye 
and be done with it!” 

Si Muue looks at the knife. No. They need him, they need his 
strength and size. And anyway, they’re exhausted. “Moral balance, 
reward and punishment—that’s all godson beliefs,” they say. “I’m not 
going to fulfill your Reformed delusions.” 

“And what do you believe?” Lio P asks. “Nothing. You believe 
nothing.” 

“I don’t know. But I know God Iodeuu doesn’t forgive. There is 
good and evil, and you ought to do good. You ought to show love.” 

“Our King hates me then. I have only done evil.” 
“Iodeuu loves everyone.” 
“But you hate me.” 
Si Muue tucks their knife into their belt. “Yes. Yes.”Lio P takes a 

deep breath. Then he screams, and he clenches the major fist that held 
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few bone-and-leather chairs and a low table made of dried, woven hair-
of-death. 

“Sit. Rest. Are you thirsty? I’ll fetch some water.” Lio P disappears 
through a flap of leather, and Si Muue catches a glimpse of a long 
hallway behind the flap. They take a seat, slinging their pack to the 
floor and placing their lantern on the table. A few oil lamps light the 
room, spitting dirty, red flame, so they blow their lantern out. 

Lio P returns with two bone mugs filled with water and sets one 
before Si Muue. He sits down across from them, and says, “Now, my 
bird, wet your throat and tell me about your travels through this corpse. 
You see, I’ve been mapping the innards of God Our King for years. I 
tell people where they need to go, give them maps, in exchange for 
food or materials. I have a lovely collection of Republic 
paraphernalia—items like that lantern of yours, made from metal—not 
like most of what you find in here, leather and bone and grease-of-
blood.” 

Si Muue places their hand on the lantern, and slowly takes it down 
off the table. 

“Oh now don’t worry, dear, I don’t want anything from you. 
Doesn’t seem you have that much to offer, materially. No, what I want 
is information. Tell me where you’ve been, how you came here, and I 
will give you a map out of here.” 

“I don’t want to get out—not without my Family,” Si Muue says. 
“Ah. Well, where are they?” 
“I don’t know. We were separated long ago.” 
“How long ago?” 
“Years. I can’t reckon a year anymore, but … years.” 
Lio P nods. “Then they’ve either made it out, or they’re dead. The 

weaker races can’t survive that long in here.” Then he bares his teeth in 
a smile and says, “Present company excepted of course.” 

Si Muue has always known this, but never thought about it. 
“Now,” Lio P says. “Talk.” 

 
 

You need to consult your map. Here the path splits. By the light of 
your lamp, you see a ragged hole in the vein wall to the left, and to the 
right the vein continues. You look at the map, trace the path you’ve 
followed with your finger. You’re nearing the end. But this rot pocket 
is not on the map at all. 

Forward, through the vein. The ceiling grows thick with hair-of-
death, black ropy growths hanging halfway down, then longer and 
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denser, you hold your hand out to keep it from your eyes. Slicks of 
brown oil wet your fingers. 

Light ahead. Abruptly you break out—one moment the hair-of-
death clings to your head and chest and ankles and then you are 
standing in an open vein free of any obstructions. Before you the vein 
widens greatly, and several tents stand in this open area, lit from within. 
Green blood, that gritty gray sludge, drips from a hole in the ceiling and 
runs down the walls to collect in pools. 

The tlueelofs camped near green blood. They stored bodies in it 
like fish packed in salt. 

But miosons, it’s miosons in this camp. A few are butchering a 
maggot. They are close, they must have seen you already. You fall to 
the ground and pull out your map again, trace a shaking finger along 
the parchment, the exit to Iodeuu’s body should be right here, right 
where this camp is. But there are only the red, rotting walls of the vein. 
Maybe the rot pocket you passed earlier was the right way to go. Or 
maybe. 

Movement. Toward you. Look up, a mioson is running toward you 
on all fours. You scramble to your feet and back up but the mioson 
grabs you by the arms. You struggle and the mioson holds you tighter, 
buries you against her, and she runs back to the camp and throws you to 
the ground. “My map!” you shout. “I have a map, a map out of—” 

“Of course you do!” the one who grabbed you says, and she laughs. 
“Take the pack.” Four miosons have gathered around you, standing 
upright. The one who just spoke is the biggest, her body covered in 
copper-red hairs. Two smaller miosons tear your pack from you and 
empty it, while another wrests the lantern from your hand and blows it 
out. 

“I do do, a map,” you say, “from the cartographer.” 
“Stick them?” one of the miosons, black-haired, asks, and you feel 

a prick at your neck. 
“No!” another says. “They a stranger’s.” 
“Superstitious you?” the big mioson asks. “God is dead, kill a 

stranger will’n bring none curse on us.” 
A low howl runs through the camp, followed by two whistles, and 

the miosons all turn to look along the vein, in the direction you were 
heading,. 

“Fi fi fi fi fi fi fight!” the big mioson screams. Miosons burst forth 
from all the tents waving long sticks and knives. “Stick her,” the red-
haired mioson says to the others surrounding you. Instantly the prick at 
your neck becomes a shot of pain that splits you in half— 
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“I’ve lived this long.” Si Muue cuts a slit along the length of the 

membrane. A puff of air escapes, like a popped blister. 
“No.” Lio P remains rooted in place, standing by the crate he 

retrieved the cannister from. 
“Bring me paper and something to write with. I’ll copy this down, 

and then leave you.” 
“Si Muue, please. Just stay here. I won’t send you out anymore, 

you can stay and help me make these maps. Even your Orthodoxy map, 
if we get a fresh skin-of-air over it quickly it can still be preserved.” 

“Bring me paper and something to write with. Or I’ll start cutting 
this corpse to pieces.” 

Lio P breathes in and out, then moves to another crate, and 
retrieves a blank sheet of parchment, a small metal cannister of ink, and 
a bone pen. He sets them on the table before Si Muue, who starts 
copying down the way out. 

Lio P snatches away the knife they’ve laid down. “The entrances 
and exits to the body are always swarming with hunter groups,” he 
says. “They’ll pick you apart. They’ll destroy you.” 

“Then come with me,” Si Muue says. 
Lio P shakes his head. “No. I’ll not follow some ridiculous 

Orthodoxy map.” 
“Stop pretending you still believe God is a godson.” 
“I do! What do you know about belief!” 
“I know you need me. You know these maps from this this 

cartographer’s perspective. I know them up close. I have been here,” Si 
Muue taps the membrane above the organ full of veins. “I know where 
rot pockets connect these veins. I know where predators have made 
dens. You don’t. You need that. You will never have anyone as 
experienced as me here to help you again. You will never have another 
chance like this.” 

“But this is not. That organ you point to is a tlueelof kidney! God 
Our King has no redshit tlueelof kidney in him!” Spittle hits Si Muue’s 
face. 

“Do you really want to stay here forever?” they ask. “Just because 
you can’t accept that god doesn’t look exactly like you? Just because 
you won’t believe in a god who loves me just as much as you? You’ll 
stay here until you die just so you can believe in a four-armed god?” 

“I am not staying here forever, I am waiting for a large enough 
group. I am waiting, it is not up to me to forsake God’s will and run 
off, to run off believing some Orthodox magic. You want me to forsake 
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Si Muue hears a sound. Footsteps coming down the hallway. 

There’s no time to steal a map or make a copy of this one. Nowhere to 
hide in this room. Si Muue feels for their knife and pulls it from their 
belt. The footsteps come closer, and then Lio P strides into the room, 
something bloody clutched in his hand. 

Lio P drops the bit of meat in surprise. “You’re alive,” he whispers. 
“You, you’ve come back, my dear Si Muue, you agree to continue 
helping me. I was so distraught, I was certain you had drowned, but …” 
He looks about the room, then says, “What are you doing in here?” 

“What is this?” Si Muue gestures to the map—to Iodeuu’s corpse. 
“Let me tell you what it isn’t, sweet bird, it is not for you to see!” 

He bends and retrieves the thing he dropped, a grey-pink triangle of 
tissue. “Now please, drop that knife, we cannot be at each other’s 
throats down here, we must work together—” 

“You said,” Si Muue says, “I remember, you said that the only way 
out is through the Pass of Breath, but on this map there’s a way out I 
can see right here, right near where we are now.” 

“That ‘map’ is a curiosity,” Lio P gestures to the table Si Muue 
stands beside. “God is a godson, not that ridiculous man-woman body.” 

“When I look at that map,” they point with their knife to the 
godson corpse, “I don’t understand it. When I look at this one, I can 
recognize it. It all makes sense. It’s like I can see myself from the 
outside, see all the time I’ve spent in here from the outside, and I can 
see a way out.” 

“Wonderful.” Lio P walks to a box and pulls out a metal cannister. 
“I’m glad it has restored your faith, but it is not accurate.” He opens the 
cannister and drops the bloody bit of meat inside. “Si Muue, please. 
Think about this. Surely your belief in the Orthodoxy has cost you 
enough already. If you go following that map, you will die. I need 
you.” 

“If this map is inaccurate, why bother with it at all? Why is it so 
detailed?” Si Muue asks. “Grandest, you must know the truth. God is 
no godson.” 

“It’s detailed because I have nothing better to do down here,” Lio P 
says. “A game, to occupy myself!” 

“Then you wouldn’t mind if I removed this.” Si Muue picks at a 
corner of the protective membrane. “You wouldn’t care if I copied this 
map, then removed this and let it rot. Or jumbled it all up. It’s a game, 
right? You could re-arrange it.” 

Lio P goes still. “Si Muue. You will die out there.” 
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The mioson stops and curses. He holds a bone shard in his hand, 

but it doesn’t end in a sharp point—the sharp end is broken off in your 
collar. The others have run off, this one attacks again with the broken 
bone shard. You dodge and the shard tears your shoulder. “Die!” the 
mioson shouts. Your feet are beneath you you run. You reach the hair-
of-death and keep running, you only stop when you trip and fall. You 
twist around and hold your breath. 

You hear no one following. You can see nothing. 
You left your lantern behind. 
You need your lantern. 
Slowly, you crawl back through the hair-of-death, toward the camp, 

toward the pain screams. You get as close as you dare and watch the 
killing. 

It takes hours. Or days. 
At last no one stands except the red-haired mioson and one tlueelof. 

The tlueelof tries to run again and again, but gets stuck in the green 
blood, and the mioson again and again wrestles them down. Neither 
have weapons, and all but a few lights have burned out, so they fight in 
obscurity. Then the tlueelof stops running and starts biting for the 
mioson’s neck, then the tlueelof is too weak to bite, then it dies under 
the mioson’s battering fists. The mioson collapses, exhausted or dying 
or drowning in the green blood falling on her head, and doesn’t move. 
After waiting a while longer, you venture into the battlefield to retrieve 
your lantern. 

 
 

“Stop stop stop. Now darling I know you must be unaccustomed to 
conversation after all the time you’ve spent wandering these entrails, so 
let me guide you. Begin at the very beginning.” 

You stare into Lio P’s smiling face. 
“That is the trouble with us strangers,” you say. “We don’t know 

our beginning. Some recordkeepers long ago failed their Families. Or 
maybe were exterminated. Either way, we don’t know where we came 
from, before the Lippie Republic.” 

Lio P chuckles, runs a hand through the scraggly beard which falls 
from his jawline down to his shirtless chest. “Well you don’t need to go 
back that far, Si Muue, though I can appreciate the historic-biographic 
approach. No, just tell me. Where was your tribe in the Lippie 
Republic, and when and where did you enter the body of God.” Lio P 
raises his cup to his lips, but stops before drinking to say, “And if you 
don’t mind—why?” 
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“I don’t recall the Republic year. And I can’t say how long ago it 

was. In our Orthodoxy calendar, it was year 753. The Republic passed a 
civil service act.” 

“Affff,” Lio P interjects. “After my time.” 
Your throat is going dry, and you drink more water. “The civil 

service act required all adherents to Orthodox Worship to register as as 
as as servants to the state.” 

“And to decode that from first-class bureaucratish into vernacular, 
the act enslaved all strangers in the Republic?” 

“Yes, grandest. My Family was lucky. We lived on the far southern 
border of Lippie, just north of the Knees of Iodeuu. News of the civil 
service act reached us long before the slave catchers did. We decided to 
attempt the passage through Iodeuu’s Knees, and and try to make it to 
whatever is on the other side, rather than face enslavement.” 

“So you entered at his gills?” Lio P asks. 
“Yes. The terrain is impassable over land, but we had heard rumors 

of a way through the body. The the the Pass of Breath.” 
“Isn’t that ironic?” Lio P asks. “A stranger tribe, betting their hope 

of survival on an organ that only godsons possess? On the belief that 
God is a man?” 

“The belief that God is a … godson, you mean?” 
“Man, godson, you know what I mean, yes.” 
“No. We believed in the Pass of Breath, and that God has no race.” 
“Seems contradictory—but I am hardly a scholar of stranger 

studies and Orthodox magics. Carry on, dear, please.” 
You still avoid the godson’s eyes, but you don’t bow your head. 

Instead, you stare past the tan skin of his major shoulders. “I am one of 
the recordkeepers of my family, the younger recordkeeper, so I brought 
papers to mark our way.” 

“A fellow cartographer!” 
You make a slight bow. “We progressed through the Pass of Breath 

for a while, without finding anyone else. But eventually, a group of 
tlueelofs.” 

Lio P leans forward. 
“They forced us to surrender our food, our supplies. Anyone who 

didn’t comply was cut open in front of us.” You see it. You see your 
youngest sibling’s blood bubbling across their broken chest as they cry. 
You fiddle with a bit of string tied around your belt. “Excuse me,” you 
say, and breathe deep. 

In. 
Out. 
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But there’s something more useful in here, those sheets of paper 

you see Lio P writing on when you tell him where you’ve been. You 
have to find those, so you move to the other table, which has a thin 
piece of paper spread over it. 

But as you approach you realize it’s not paper, it’s another one of 
those translucent membranes, sealed around the edges with green 
blood, and beneath it is another corpse—though not a godson. This one 
is bisected just the same, and with much more writing on the layer of 
film over it. Your eye catches on one word, larger than the others, 
circled: 

YOU. 
It is over the hips of the corpse—a bit of bone, in particular. You 

examine it closely and see that it has been carved, and that the bone 
itself is marked with ink. Is this where you are right now? But this is 
not the corpse of a godson, there are only two arms, and it’s too tall for 
a stranger, the limbs too short for an eluooson or a mioson. Some 
organs have been pinned in place with bone shards, bits of tissue joined 
by stitching, not a godson, yet there are gills above the hips, on the side 
marked north, and your eyes follow them to a little red tube which ends 
in … nothing, the tissue just fuses together into nothing, tied off with a 
bit of gut cord. The Pass of Breath. You tried to make it through the 
Pass of Breath once, didn’t you? Did you run into a dead end? 

You did—but there, a gash marks a pocket of rot, running between 
the pass and a bit of bone. A long bone tunnel—you remember that, 
running through—leading to an enormous tunnel, an intestine. As you 
scan the body you recognize more and more, things you thought were 
dreams suddenly fall into place, so many veins, and those spherical 
bulbs—lungs—that big enormous cavern full of lights—the stomach—
and a hole, a rot pocket on the side of the body marked south, not far 
from the hips, you’ve come close to it before, in that organ tangled with 
veins, but never knew it was there—the way out. 

You find a path back from that hole, back to the circled area. 
YOU. 
You can suddenly see yourself. You can imagine yourself as a little 

fleck of dust in this enormous world of strange organs. Si Muue, astride 
the hip bone of Iodeuu. This is the body of Iodeuu, it is somehow both 
a representation of God and God themselves. And God is everyone. 

Si Muue has traveled all over this place. They have been here for 
years. They have a history, and they have lived beyond Iodeuu’s body. 
They know which parts of their memory are true, which are dreams, 
which are the cartographer’s lies. 
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whose guidance I haven’t felt for years. No, no, I have to use maps, I 
put faith in a godson cartographer because I don’t know what else to 
do. The cartographer is the only thing that cares about me down here, 
and he hates me.” 

“You should not trust him. He is far too hurt to help anyone.” 
“I’m hurt!” you try to scream it, but you can’t scream it. “I’m hurt 

and I’ve hurt no one, I’ve tried to keep the faith, I’ve tried to keep the 
story of our Family in my head, but my memory is rotting. Worse and 
worse. I’m our Family’s only recordkeeper still alive, but I can’t even 
remember your face.” 

L Suuo lets go of you. They won’t look at you. 
“Keeper, L Suuo, please. How do you keep the faith, down here, in 

the deepest part of the land?” 
They shake their head. 
You awake. The blackness is still there, but you are in an enormous 

tunnel, no vein. You are hungry. The way down into the blackness 
looks terribly steep. But that is the only way forward isn’t it? Or was 
there a side tunnel further back? You turn away and follow the moss 
trail. 

 
 

The black falls away. You are colder than you have ever been, 
water dripping from your body, but you can see light ahead. The black 
lake does have an end, and you have reached the far shore. You ascend 
the dry land, and walls close in, narrowing to one little point, with a 
structure perched up there. 

You climb the sloping floor and see that the structure is made of 
curtains and bone, lashed together with hair-of-death, with some light 
burning within, throwing out a red glow through the thin hides. You 
enter through a flap, and find yourself in a sort of tent tunnel. You hear 
heavy breathing coming from the far end of the tunnel. You have been 
here before, maybe only once—but back then, you came from the 
opposite direction.  

The map room is somewhere around here. You need to get into that 
room. 

You pass little openings in the tent walls, peeking into each. You 
find a little room with a fire pit, and a room with a cot, and a room 
filled with leather bags, and then a room crowded with boxes of scrolls, 
and two large tables. You enter this last room, and you recognize the 
bisected godson as you approach its table. The shattered eye. The 
monster God who cursed you to wander lost in his putrid heart forever. 
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Keep talking. “Sorry. When when we’d given all we could, one 

hunter asked me for my papers. I gave up most of them, but secretly 
held onto a few, and they burned them. We realized they wanted to kill 
us all, even after we’d given them all we had.” 

“The redshit cannibals,” Lio P snarls, voice strangled. You glance 
to his face briefly, and see his beakish lips clamped shut, his dark eyes 
glaring at the tabletop. “What next,” he spits. 

“We ran. All of us. That was when I got separated. From there, my 
memory gets fuzzier—” 

“You did not fight them? You simply ran? Why did you not fight 
them?” Lio P clasps his major hands together on the table, like two six-
limbed predators devouring one another, while his lesser hands dig into 
the edge of the table, fastened tight around it. “Why did you not fight 
them?” he repeats. 

“We are just strangers. The few weapons we had we had given up.” 
You do not risk looking behind you, nor looking into Lio P’s eyes 
again. You just stare straight ahead and think of the fastest way out of 
the room. 

The cartographer stays seated, and eventually he rises quite 
suddenly. “It’s late,” he says. “Tell me more in the morning. If you 
need me call, I will be in my bedroom. Call, dear, do not venture into 
the rest of my house yourself or I will take you for a rotten stranger 
thief out to steal my maps.” 

You watch Lio P turn and walk through the flap, into that hallway, 
and you wonder what “morning” means to Lio P. You wonder if you 
should leave now—but where would you go? And whether it is night in 
the land above or not, you are tired. You notice a large pile of leather 
scraps in one corner, covered with a moldy, stained sheet of unknown 
woven material. You lay down in the bed and listen out for the 
approach of predators or hunters. All you hear is the ragged breathing 
of Lio P coming in heaves and gasps. 

 
 

You need to sleep. Pain in your head, heavy pack. Green blood 
sticks to your feet. In the shuttered lamp light, bones reach toward you 
from the swamp. Some tent poles. Some the bones of bodies 
submerged, petrified, in the sludge—preserved below the surface, 
rotted to bone above. You need a dry space to lay down, but this whole 
vein is flooded to your waist. 
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Then you trip, crash into a pile of bones. They form a white jagged 

nest that reaches up above the surface. Clamber up out of the wet, rest 
your head on a handful of your glowing moss, shut your eyes. 

There’s motion. A towering figure, lit by the trail of moss you’ve 
left, picks its way between half-submerged corpses. You know you’re 
dreaming because you feel no fear at the sight of the giant. You see the 
figure stop, bend over, roughly pull a body out of the muck. The figure 
has four arms, and it holds the corpse under one of them. Suddenly you 
can see its face, you know its face, even though it’s too dark to make 
out more than a silhouette. The figure continues through the sludge, 
then stops. 

It screams. Throws left hands to its head. 
It turns to you, you see it is missing an eye, and the empty eye 

socket screams at you. 
Awake. There’s no figure. Your limbs feel rested. You need to 

keep moving. You unshutter your lantern, let white-yellow light spill 
out across the swamp, continue further along the vein. All the corpses 
you thought you saw entombed in the green blood are gone. 

 
 

You are going to die of hunger. You don’t know how you are still 
walking. You are in a low-ceiling bone cavern, trying to retrace your 
steps out of this barren gray world, return to somewhere with meat and 
blood. Even meat from Iodeuu’s corpse, though it might make you 
terribly sick, would be something. 

You spot another piece of moss, and walk heavily toward it. You 
can feel your stomach collapsing. You shutter your lantern and search 
for more moss. What more can you do? The moss takes you along a 
huge endless black lake that you have certainly seen before, but then 
veers away from it. You suddenly fall, you feel your knee split open. 
“Keep me Iodeuu, that I …” you barely know the prayer. So you just 
whisper, “Save me. Please save me.” 

You hear footsteps. They are dead ahead of you. You unshutter 
your lantern for just a moment, long enough to blind anything looking 
right at you and for you to see it, but not long enough for it to get a 
good look at you. 

In the flash you see an enormous person. You flash it again, and 
realize that it is a godson. 

“Is that you, Si Muue?” Lio P asks from the darkness. “What are 
you doing here again?” 
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Maybe the first recordkeepers of Lippie deliberately forgot their 

homeland. Maybe it would have been too painful to live in the hateful 
Republic and remember their true home, remember the place they could 
not return to. 

Your shoulder still hurts. Your mother and sister could’ve fixed it, 
they were healers. your mother is dead and your sister is lost 
somewhere in here, you still remember your sister’s face, it may be the 
last face you ever remember, as it looked crying and screaming, 
watching your youngest sibling cut to death. 

Tears flood your eyes, sobs suffocate you. 
 
 

You don’t need anything. You have nowhere to go. You are not 
full, but you are not hungry. You know something is wrong, but there is 
nothing to be done about it. You stand in a narrow vein whose ceiling 
is bristling with bloodlights, oil and grease dripping from them. At the 
end of the vein stands your Family’s Keeper of the Faith. You approach 
them, and try to greet them, but can’t. But they know you are coming, 
and they turn. They ask you to sit. 

You sit with them, on the edge of a precipice, a black void before 
you, unpenetrated by the bloodlights. 

“You’re alive!” you shout. “You lived!” 
The Keeper L Suuo says yes. 
“I didn’t know what happened when I escaped,” you say. “Some of 

us started fighting, and I started running. I know others ran with me, 
but when I finally stopped, they were nowhere around me.” 

“Oh, I died,” the Keeper says. “But others survived.” 
“Did my mother live? My sister? Did P So live?” 
The Keeper tells you who lived and died. 
“Where are the survivors?” you ask. “I need to find them. That’s all 

I want. I don’t care about escaping this corpse out the southern side, I 
just want to see my sister again.” 

The Keeper puts a hand on your knee. 
“Was Iodeuu a godson?” you ask. 
“God is not of the world. They are other. They are all of us, and 

none of us.” 
“No,” you say. “God is a godson, an angry male godson, and he 

hates us. And he hates me most of all.” 
“Hate is a thing of the world, not of God Iodeuu.” 
“I know I should pray and trust Iodeuu to guide me back to my 

family,” you say, “but I can’t, I can’t have that much faith in a God 
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You need to rest, but there is nowhere safe, endless open plain, no 

nooks, side tunnels, holes. Nothing but the bone floor and the rotting 
sky. But the pain will break you if you keep walking. 

You must rest, but you must not sleep. Shutter your lantern, breathe 
slowly. You don’t recognize this place at all. Can that be possible? 
After all the time you’ve wandered this bloody labyrinth, are there still 
unknown corners? 

Pass time remembering old stories, you have no new stories, only 
the histories you learned as a recordkeeper, the special stories your 
father and mother told you about your own branch of the Family that 
you’d never heard before, that you folded into your repertoire, try to 
remember but nothing comes up, just the first words of the first story—
“We strangers came from a land beyond Iodeuu’s Knees to settle in 
Lippie.” Where is beyond? Somewhere in the world outside Iodeuu 
there must be a Nation of strangers who know where they are from, 
who had better recordkeepers, recordkeepers who kept faith, who did 
not forget. 

Just like you are failing now to remember where you’re from, the 
recordkeepers that first navigated into Lippie failed to remember their 
histories, bequeathed a blank void of an origin to their children and 
grandchildren, footsteps—you hear footsteps. 

Soft, steady, behind you—following you? Take the bone shard 
from your pack and hold it out, turn around. “Stay away!” Your eyes 
have adjusted and you can see the figure, gray in the dark, approaching 
on all fours. It is a person. It must be a mioson. 

The person stops several measures away from you. They reach for 
something at their waist, then rush at you, rising to run upright, 
reaching at their waist again— 

Bright light, the mioson gone in the flare of their own lantern, knife 
wheels toward you. Thrust bone shard at knife, hear mioson cry, 
grapple with you, grapple with them, fumbling for your neck, push 
away, there’s the bone-carved knife lying on the floor, take it and 
you’re on your feet. The mioson writhes screaming, blood spills from 
where the needle of bone sticks in their wrist. Grab your pack and 
lantern and walk away from the pool of light with the screaming 
mioson, always keeping your eyes on them, their knife pointed toward 
them. 

Your chest feels better. Are you dreaming this? Why do you feel so 
refreshed so suddenly? 

You turn your back on the distant point of light and walk forward 
into the darkness. 
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“I’m hungry,” you murmur. You notice something has happened to 

his left eye. It isn’t there. “What happened?” you gesture to your own 
eye. 

“You don’t remember?” he asks. 
You try to think if you’ve asked him this before. 
“A a a a monster,” he says. “Wanted to cut open my head, see my 

insides. A despicable, hopeless, wretch. So I threw him into a pit in a 
bone cavern, a pit with smooth walls, a pit where Our King couldn’t 
hear him begging forgiveness.” 

“A monster?” you ask. “A mioson? A tlueelof?” 
“Don’t worry. He won’t hurt you now.” Lio P brushes his dark hair 

to cover the left side of his face. “Come, dear, this is no place to talk. 
Let me carry you back to my home. I’ll get you a fresh map and some 
food, and you, you just tell me about where you’ve been.” 

You nod, curled up on the ground, waiting to be lifted up. 
 
 

You need to keep moving. You are in the center of the black lake. 
You can’t swim, your feet can’t touch the bottom, but you thrash the 
water and stay afloat. Are you making progress? Your moss is too far 
away to see, and it doesn’t float on the surface, the black depths 
swallow it. Your lantern was doused in the water. Even if it were lit, it 
could not light the way. The dark lake is without shore. Your thrashing 
could be propelling you leagues forward, or you could be motionless, 
or going in circles, you’ve circled this corpse over and over again, too 
perfectly, did you ever live outside of here, you were born in here, there 
isn’t an outside it’s just more corpse forever rotting away across all 
space. You twist around, around. There is no direction here at the 
bottom of everything. No way but forward. 

 
 

Your legs are going to fail from strain soon, and you feel that you 
are going in circles, but you head down this bone cavern anyway. You 
are hopelessly lost. You keep walking past this enormous black lake. 
You used to remember the path you took from the Pass of Breath to 
arrive at these bone caverns, the order of it all, but now it’s all a mix of 
half-remembered dreams and putrid memories. Everything rots in here. 
Everything rots forever. Your foot splashes in a puddle. You don’t care. 
The soles of your shoes fell off. You have your lantern shuttered, 
letting out just enough light that you don’t run into a stalagmite, but not 
enough to let him know that you are coming. Maybe he won’t be home 
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when you arrive, and you can simply steal the real map—if there even 
is one. 

Then you see it—the lights of the cartographer’s home, at the end 
of the cavern. You push yourself harder despite your exhaustion, and 
take your bone-carved knife from your belt. You can do little against a 
godson. You don’t even know where to put this knife to hurt him. But 
the knife is what you have. 

You can hear the cartographer moving inside when you approach. 
You could wait for him to leave, or sleep, but you might starve in that 
time. Instead you just walk in. Lio P is seated at his table, eating, and 
gives a start when you enter. “Give me the real map,” you hiss. 

Lio P stands. He is too large. “Who are you?” 
“Give me the real map.” 
He squints. His little bone spoon is still in his hand, soup dripping 

off it. “Ah,” he says. “You are the stranger. The wandering stranger, 
who has survived so much. Hardy girl, aren’t you? Well, not girl, 
whatever you are.” 

You glare. 
“Please, sit with me. Tell me of your travels. Would you care for a 

bowl?” 
“Listen to me. Give me the real map.” 
“I don’t know what you mean.” 
“The map that you gave me led me right to a camp of Tlueelofs.” 
“Tlueelofs—well, I can hardly account for all the roving gangs 

of—” 
“A camp. They were waiting there. Right where the path ended.” 
“Well you’re still alive. It seems they treated you fine.” 
“No, they they they tried to rob and kill me. But then others came. 

There was a battle, and they slaughtered each other until no one was 
left. That’s the only reason I’m still alive.” 

Lio P stares for a while, scratching at his beard with a lesser hand. 
“Strangers,” he says. “Maybe you really are lucky. Protected by Our 
King. I don’t know how else you could still stand here before me.” 

“Or cursed,” you say. “Just show me the real map.” 
“You must have misread the map I gave you,” Lio P says. “Let me 

make you another, dear, no cost to you—” 
“I’ll stab you!” you scream, your throat shreds. “I’ll stab you! 

Show me the real map! The whole map!” 
Lio P smiles, picks up a cup of water, and drinks from it. Then he 

says, “What do you think that is going to do? A stranger with a knife, 
against a godson?” 
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would have died in there otherwise!” Lio P shouts this at you like it’s a 
command. 

“So … so then the Tlueelofs came back! From nowhere! They 
attacked us, and I drove them back, but not before they killed Lio Te by 
driving a heavy bone shard into his eye. And he … and they … and 
they cut him open, they cut him in half before I ran them off. And I 
mourned him. And I was still lost, and I, I prayed to Our King, and 
asked for guidance. I surrendered to my faith in God Our King, and in 
that moment I realized that, I had a map. My brother …” Lio P starts 
breathing deeply. Saliva drips from his mouth into his empty bowl. 
“And that is why I still have faith. In God Our King. That’s why I 
know he’s a godson. I got out of that swamp. I …” 

He stands and jostles the table, and walks outside. You hear him 
breathe then choke, then you hear wet spattering. You finish your soup, 
then wait at the table a long time. You stare at the flap of leather, the 
corridor that leads deeper into the tent. The map room is back there. So 
much writing. All your travels, hidden away. 

Lio P comes back in. “You didn’t touch anything did you?” He 
asks you. “You’ve stayed here this whole time?” 

You nod. “What does it matter?” you ask. “What are you hiding 
back there? I’ve seen the map—and you just told me who it was.” 

Lio P spits something pink onto the floor. “Enough of you. You’ve 
eaten, you’ve heard my … story.” 

“And why did you want to tell a cloth that?” You ask, standing. 
“What were you confessing?” 

“Greed. If I hadn’t greedily taken money from the boss’s wife, my 
brother what do you know of course you wouldn’t understand, I won’t 
waste my breath on your godless stranger ears anymore, now get out of 
here and leave this corpse for good!” Lio P looms over you, as if he 
means to step on you if you don’t move. 

You grab your pack. “Thank you for the food,” you say, and you 
rush out the door. 

 
 

This bone cavern is strange. The ceiling is not bone. It is some 
rotten carpet of flesh. Animals scurry through it, small things, grease 
drips down. Your chest is hurting, in addition to the pangs from the 
hole in your shoulder. Sit down. You need to find something to wrap 
your shoulder with. 
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against us, not to mention the law, as well as anyone in all of southern 
Lippie who’d seen prints of my likeness. My head would be a pretty 
trophy for anyone who could nab it. So we decided to go to the only 
place no one knew our names. The south side of the King’s Knees. ‘I 
studied medicine at the Blein Scientific Academy,’ I told Lio Te. ‘I 
know godson anatomy better than any of the mioson or tlueelof 
wretches living in here.’ 

“He’d brought some provisions with him, including a light, so we 
figured we were well-prepared. It didn’t take long for the dirt and stone 
to give way to dry meat. When we grew tired, we camped in an old rot 
pocket. And the instant our light went off, they came.” 

Lio P hasn’t eaten any soup in all this time, but now he takes a 
drink from the bowl, not bothering with the spoon. He coughs, then 
continues. “Tlueelofs. Dozens. Descended on us. They were about to 
set to our necks when I shouted that we knew the way out. We were 
surgeons, I said. Anywhere they wanted to go, we could take them. 
They told us to take them to the Pass of Breath, and we said we would. 

“In all honesty, I did try to lead them there. But it had been years 
since I’d really studied the anatomy of an adult godson. I didn’t know 
what I was doing. I’d think we were in the liver for days, then suddenly 
become convinced we were in a kidney pyramid. We were wearing out 
the tlueelofs’ patience, and they were getting hungry. We’d noticed that 
they seemed to avoid deep water, as if they couldn’t swim, so when we 
were camped near a large pool of blood water, the instant most of them 
had fallen asleep the two of us ran for the water. They followed us into 
the shallows, and almost had us, but we kept running deeper and 
deeper, then swimming. They watched us from the shore of the pool, 
but they couldn’t follow. 

“We continued for a while, and came to a putrid swamp, pools of 
water, blood, green blood—again, I tried to make sense of it, to discern 
what organ it was, but … we had no map, after all! All we had was my 
knowledge of anatomy, which I felt growing more and more confused 
with each passing day.” 

Lio P stops again, and gulps down the rest of his soup, bloody 
broth spilling into his beard. 

He lets out a breath, then continues. “I kept thinking I’d found the 
way forward, but over and again I’d come back to this swamp, and we 
were getting hungrier and hungrier all the while—no food, of course, 
everything was rotten. We needed a map, we needed a clear map of the 
body of god, or else we would have died in there, I am certain we 
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You step forward and he flinches, spilling water. He sets the cup 

down. “Very well. I have nothing to hide. Follow me.” The 
cartographer steps backward until he reaches the tent wall, then turns 
and pushes aside a flap. You follow him into a narrow corridor, toward 
a few cracks of light shining around another flap of leather on the left. 
“Here, the map room,” he says, pushing through, and you push through 
after him. Four lanterns hang from the crossbars of the tent ceiling. All 
along the edges of the room are boxes of scrolls, and at the center 
stands a table. It’s almost too tall for you to see over—ideal height for a 
godson—but as you approach it, you can see perfectly well. 

At first it is so pained and broken you don’t understand it, but 
slowly you realize. It is the body of a godson, laid out in this coffin-like 
table, bisected. The head is split in half, one half revealing a cross-
section of brain and throat and tongue, the other the front of a skull, 
shattered around the right eye. The torso is bisected to reveal organs, 
and all the limbs are chopped up and tangled together, the arms 
squeezed in around the sides, the legs laid out like codices printed with 
gray meat and bone instead of words. All of this is below a thin, 
translucent membrane sealed with green blood, and on the membrane 
there are words, arrows and lines. 

“Here it is,” Lio P says. “The map. The body of Our King Iodeuu.” 
You try to figure out where you are within this map, where the 

cartographer’s tent is, but you can’t. The corpse is a horror of bones, 
ribs fused together, the head just one dense structure of bone and 
cartilage, except the shattered eye. You’ve seen livestock butchered, 
and skeletons of birds, but this godson body is nothing like those. You 
could be in any of these angry, spiny bone growths, which look like 
teeth devouring the body from below, thrusting up and out of it.  

This is why there is no escape. This whole corpse is a cage. 
There is one large opening, a break in the rods and lattices of 

bones, at the gills—the Pass of Breath. It leads out to the mouth, but 
you’ve been there and you know its swarming with hunter groups. You 
try to trace where you’ve come from there, find landmarks, familiar 
patterns of twists and turns, squeezes and openings, bone and organ, 
but none of it makes sense, your memories just don’t fit anywhere, and 
the layer of writing over it doesn’t help. You had hoped seeing a full 
map would bring you some clarity, would help you sort all your 
memories, would give you some broader view of your situation than 
the constant hunger of the present, but this map is only making your 
memories more confused and panicked the more you look at it. 

“How …” you say, “how …” 
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“Oh. Of course this must be quite a shock to a stranger. Yes, God is 

a man. Or was. God is dead now.” 
“Your map. This is wrong. It—” 
“I have spent years developing this map, Si Muue, I assure you it is 

accurate to the last bronchus and capillary. I studied medicine at Blein 
Scientific, pray tell where did you earn your ribbons?” 

You continue staring. You notice the head’s mouth is slightly open, 
shouting forever. “Who is this?” you ask. “Iodeuu is no person, and this 
is a person.” You look to Lio P, and he meets your gaze. 

“What does it matter,” he says. “Maybe it was some lost godson 
whose corpse I found petrified in green blood. Maybe it was someone 
who pointed a knife at me.” 

You feel the knife in your hand, heavy, fallen to your side now. 
“Now follow me. You must be hungry, dear.” He doesn’t wait for a 

response, and walks back through the corridor. You follow, your mouth 
dry. You need food. 

“Seems it was years ago that you first came here,” Lio P says. 
“You must have traveled quite extensively since. More than anyone 
I’ve ever run across in here. It’d be a shame for me to just send you out 
without asking you what you know.” 

You return to the entry room, with the table, and the soup still on it. 
Your knife is still at your side, pointed down. Your fingers can hardly 
grip it. You think about that shattered eye. You think about the strength 
it would take for one godson to kill another. You think how easy it 
would be to kill a stranger. Your body feels boneless. 

“Come, dear,” Lio P says. “Sit with me.” He sits. You think about 
Iodeuu. A godson. When did you last feel Iodeuu’s guidance? Iodeuu’s 
love? Tears are breaking from your eyes. 

“Have a bowl?” Lio P pushes the soup to the other side of the table. 
You approach, and take a seat. You think about the bones in that 
corpse. A cage. Armor. They make each limb a hammer. No way out 
for you. No way in for a knife. “Good. Now, please, tell me what you 
can remember of your travels.” 

You think about the shattered eye. 
You bring your knife up and thrust it straight into Lio P’s left eye. 

Lio P screams, a major arm wraps you and slams your head into the 
table. Your vision turns to crawling black and golden flame, you gasp, 
you are gone. 

 
o 
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hospital, but even when I started making money Lio Te wouldn’t quit 
his line of work. Lio Te was his initials, my brother’s initials. 

“Slowly, I started to gain more of a reputation among the wealthier 
element of Vipuoo. Powerful people from all over the province would 
send their wives, or more often mistresses, to me when they needed 
something done that they couldn’t trust the state hospitals to keep quiet 
about. I was efficient and discreet. I profited. 

“One day, the wife of Lio Te’s boss came in, very distraught. She 
had born him one girl two years ago, and the delivery had almost killed 
her. She was pregnant again now and worried she wouldn’t survive 
labor. So I did what I did and took her payment. Just days later I 
learned from my brother that his boss had known nothing of his wife’s 
little appointment and had not wanted the pregnancy terminated. So he 
sicced the steel on my place, tried to get me arrested for performing 
abortions without paternal consent. 

“Lio Te offered to smuggle me out of the city to a hideaway up in 
the mountains. I’d stay there until he found a way to get me safely to 
the other end of the Republic. All throughout the south, my name and 
likeness were spreading through the papers. Baby killer, they said I 
was, a mastermind eugenicist pruning the bloodlines of the aristocratic 
families of Vipuoo, dissecting the corpses of infants so I could better 
learn how to abort them.” Lio P grins, then snorts. 

“So off we went, into the mountains, with four co-conspirator 
thugs, friends of my brother’s, helping us. Vipuoo-of-Stone is high up 
in the Knees, but we climbed even higher along the old stone paths 
strewn with dolls. Eventually, the offerings thinned out, and then the 
path stopped. We hiked on into a patch of trees. We stopped at a hole in 
the mountainside, small, so we had to crawl to get inside. And when 
my brother and I were halfway in, my brother screamed, ‘go!’ I 
crawled further in as quickly as I could, and felt a stab in my foot. 
Behind us we heard blades striking the dirt. A hand closed around my 
ankle, but I managed to wrench myself forward, deeper into the cave, 
and the grip broke. I just kept scuttling deeper into the dark, my brother 
beside me. I glanced back, and saw the gentlemen who’d escorted us 
crouching, peering into the cave. 

“My brother stopped too. He explained that they’d wanted him to 
help kill me, get in good with his boss. But he would never betray me.” 

Lio P stirs his soup with his spoon a few times. Eventually, he 
resumes the story. 

“We went deeper into the cave, which opened up enough for us to 
stand, and talked about what to do. The West Vipuoo gold-runners 
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“Yes of course I’m just joking!” Lio P snaps. Then he chuckles. 

“You strangers are such humorless people.” 
“Maybe because we’re the butt of the joke. Haha! Go on thinking 

god loves you, as you get crushed further and further into the most 
inhospitable, unlivable corners of the world! Go on trying to enact 
God’s love, while god endlessly blesses the most powerful, hateful race 
among you! Haha, stupid redlips!” 

“Don’t move so much,” Lio P says, yanking on the bandage. 
“Sorry.” Your heart hurts when it beats this hard. 
“And you are wrong. God does not bless the evil and powerful, he 

makes powerful those who are good, he rewards those who use power 
for good.” 

“Then why are you godsons so well rewarded?” you ask. 
Lio P laughs. “Look at me, look at where I make my home, and tell 

me where is my reward?” 
“You know what I mean Lio P. The the majority of godsons are 

successful. They control everything. They own everything. You’re the 
only godson I’ve ever seen in here.” 

Lio P ties off the bandage. 
“Why is that? Why is a godson in this corpse? What does a godson 

have to run from?” 
“Let’s eat now,” he says, “I’m famished.” He stands and moves to 

an iron pot in the corner of the room, sitting in a burning grease fire. 
“Don’t change the subject,” you say. “I’m always telling you about 

what what what happened to me, you never tell me about where you’ve 
come from. Why is a godson here, in Iodeuu’s Knees? Two godsons, 
inc including that map.” 

“I don’t tell you because. Because cause cause.” Lio P slops 
steaming red soup into two bowls, and places them on the table. “Fine. 
Sit. I had hoped to one day tell this to a cloth, but you, Si Muue, seem 
to have some favor with Our King, so maybe you can sit as my 
pardoner.”  

He gestures to the table, and you sit. He takes a seat across from 
you. He pulls at a curl of his beard for a while, and you spoon some 
bitter soup into your mouth. Then he speaks. “My brother and I lived in 
Vipuoo-of-Stone. Our parents died of black mark when we were young, 
so we lived in a Reformed orphanage for a while. My brother fell in 
with a bunch of racketeers. He scraped up enough money that I could 
go to Blein to study medicine. I came back and found my brother had 
graduated from extorting eluoosons to running gold. I set up a woman’s 
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You are starving, there is a herd of maggot ahead, it’s been days of 

stalking them now but if you can kill just one you will feast for years. 
You crouch behind a large blister in the vein wall. Your lantern 

isn’t lit but you can hear the maggot breathing heavy, sneezing, and 
you can faintly see their shapes moving below mottled bloodlights on 
the ceiling. The pus-yellow glow only barely reaches the humped backs 
of the maggot, but it is enough to tell when one wanders off to suck at a 
pool of congealed blood on the ground. 

You wait with sharpened bone shard ready, back against blister, 
wait for it to get closer. You never were a hunter, no one in your branch 
of the Family was, always wanted to be Keeper of the Faith, but you 
had such a good memory perfect to be the younger recordkeeper, so 
where is that good memory now? 

How long have you been waiting? 
Something brushes your foot, don’t yank it back don’t move. 
Slowly turn, a dark, fuzzy shape crawls across puddles of blood, 

long black whiskers brush everything around it, brush your foot. Stop 
breathing, just watch the thing approach the herd then lurch up and out 
of the bottom blood, mouth opening enormous, plunging into the fat of 
the maggot’s hind quarters. The herd runs, the maggot bleats writhing 
scratching, but the predator clamps down, bites through.  

Just wait. Soon the maggot will be dead. The predator will feast, 
then crawl away to sleep, then you will have at least a quarter of the 
corpse to yourself. Not much, but enough. 

You should pray, but you need to stay quiet. You should meditate 
on Iodeuu’s love, but what love? You sleep. 

 
 

“What is your God, anyway? A stranger?” 
“No.” 
“A man?” 
“No.” 
“Male?” 
“N. No.” 
“Female?” 
“No.” 
“Well if your God is none of those things, you really are a godless 

people!” Lio P shouts laughter. You’re startled by how loud he is. But 
then, what does a godson have to fear? Who or what could hear his 
shouting, and come kill him? You watch him mending a pair of pants 
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for a moment, a lesser arm handling a bone needle and cord while his 
other arms hold the pants. 

“That wasn’t that funny,” you murmur. “Anyway, God Iodeuu is 
everything, all of it. Male, female, person, godson, stranger, mioson, 
tlueelof, eluooson—” 

“No wonder they enslaved you all you have such fucking doltish 
beliefs!” Lio P spits, the laughter gone from his voice. “God is a 
godson. That’s why we’re called godsons, stupid bird.” 

“I think think think you’re wrong,” you say. You look away from 
him, and instead inspect the bottoms of your feet. 

“What do you know? I am a cartographer. I have mapped out the 
Pass of Breath, gills, four arms! What would you know of God?” 

“I I I don’t know.” You fiddle with the string at your belt, tying and 
untying knots in it. It’s almost like meditation, focusing on the string 
like this, but you don’t have to think about the presence of a spirit that 
you can hardly even feel. 

Lio P leaps to his feet and casts down the pants. “Enough of this 
talk. You must be eager to go. Let me fetch your map.” He turns, and 
disappears into the depths of his home. You stand and approach the 
little flap he went through. 

“I don’t think you should be using that godson corpse,” you say. 
“What?” Lio P calls to you. 
“That that map. It can’t possibly be accurate.” 
“Of course you would say that you are Orthodox.” 
“I don’t know what I am,” you say. “But that map—” 
“Is a godson, as was god! I will not replace it with some Orthodox 

magic!” 
You fall silent. You wonder what is taking so long. There must be 

so much paper back there. How many times have you recounted your 
travels to Lio P, seen him write everything down on sheets and sheets 
of parchment? All your history within this corpse must be back there. 

“Some useless Orthodox god—no! You said yourself, your god is 
useless.” 

“Did I?” Did you? 
“That he—they—cannot forgive or enact justice. That is a stupid 

god, not worthy of a map. Because if god can’t forgive. No.” 
If you could read those sheets where Lio P has recorded all your 

memories, maybe you could start to make sense of things. Maybe you’d 
stop being so confused. If you could just get into that room. 
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“I am glad you found your way here,” Lio P says through a 

mouthful of meat. “Of all the places you could have wandered, I am 
glad our paths crossed.” 

“Here’s some some something to talk about,” you say. “Why are 
you still here?” 

He cocks his head. 
“If you’ve mapped this whole corpse, why don’t you leave?” 
“Ah. That question. Surprised it took you so long to ask,” he says. 

“Well, it is dangerous out there. And I have made myself a safe little 
home, right here. I don’t want to leave. Truly, I’m waiting for a large 
group to come through, one that I think is strong enough to keep me 
safe. Then I’ll go with them.” 

“Why not go with me?” you ask. Lio P laughs, and you crack a 
smile. 

 
 

You need to get away from the monster in the pit. It keeps reaching 
up for you. It’s like a godson, but with eight arms instead of four. It 
tears at the edges of its smooth prison. You stand at the edge, and try to 
back away, but you just fall over backward, and are too weak to stand 
again. 

“I’m sorry Teosa,” the monster says in a low voice. It stops 
jumping and reaching, and curls into itself, a mass of muscular limbs. 
“I’m sorry Teosa. I’m sorry. Forgive me.” The monster sobs, then falls 
silent. You realize you’re dreaming. You try to kick awake, but can’t. 
You try to walk away from the pit, but you trip, and tumble headfirst 
into the monster’s prison. 

 
 

Lio P dresses the gash on your arm with some kind of film, like 
snakeskin. 

“I’m starting to think you’re right,” you say. “That God is a 
godson.” 

“God is dead,” he says. With a major hand, he scratches at the bone 
growths in the missing part of his head, continuing to wrap the bandage 
over the cut with his lesser arms. 

“Aren’t you Reformed Liueist?” you say. 
“On some days,” Lio P says. “Maybe I should convert to 

Orthodoxy. You’ve stayed alive long enough.” He laughs. 
“But your map—” 
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“Oh perhaps you don’t think so. But by comparison, heart-of-God, 

to listen to most of the people that I meet … getting a word out of them 
is like uprooting hair-of-death.” He laughs. “But you talk quite a bit. 
Even about horrible events. It’s simply precious, I must say.” 

You glance at his eye, then look back to your soup. “I suppose. My 
sister always teased me for being so quiet.” You eat more soup. 

“Tell me more about your Orthodoxy, dear. What do you strangers 
believe about forgiveness?” 

You take a while to chew some tough, flavorless thing, and when 
you’ve swallowed it, you say, “What do you mean?” 

“Well in Reformed Liueism, the matter is clear. If you offend, you 
ask a cloth to pardon you. Or you do penance. And then, you’re 
absolved of your guilt. And what do you strangers believe?” 

“There’s no … absolution. If you do something wrong, then you’ve 
done it.” You shrug. 

“Now come, Si Muue, surely you hear the absurdity of that. A thief 
may keep what they’ve stolen? A man murders his brother, and lives a 
healthy life to the end of his days?” 

“No. Or, maybe—look, we maintain equality among ourselves. 
Protect ourselves from people who want to do harm. But. Someone 
who exploits someone else is is is not forgiven. Not by us, and not by 
Iodeuu.” 

“Then. That’s ridiculous!” Lio P laughs, and he slams a major fist 
on the table. “Listen then, what’s to stop a person from just doing bad. 
You are telling me, they do bad just once, maybe they don’t even mean 
to, or maybe they do it in a moment of panic, but they do bad once, and 
they then have no hope of God’s forgiveness, then answer me this Si 
Muue, why doesn’t that person just do bad the rest of their life? They’ll 
never be forgiven! Never!” Lio P pounds the table again. “You are 
quite funny, love,” he says, and punctuates it with a laugh. 

“We believe, or they believe. You do good because. It’s good. And 
Iodeuu’s spirit loves all regardless of good or bad. I I I don’t know 
what I believe though.” You chase a bit of stringy flesh around your 
bowl, faster and faster as it evades your spoon. 

Lio P smirks. “My little Orthodox girl, straying from the faithful 
path. Will I make a Reformed Liueist out of you?” 

You splash broth in frustration, then take a moment to breathe. 
“No,” you say. “Even if God is a godson, I would not join that shitborn 
religion.” You give up on fishing out the meat and just spoon broth into 
your mouth. Lio P cackles. 
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“God punishes,” Lio P says. “You say your Orthodox god doesn’t 

punish, then you know nothing of god. Because if God doesn’t reward 
penance with forgiveness …” 

Lio P falls silent. You take hold of the curtain to peek through, then 
Lio P marches through and bowls you over. Realizing what’s 
happened, Lio P snarls. “Do not do that!” He shouts. He pulls you to 
your feet with his lesser arms, and then cuffs you in the side of the 
head. You stumble, and he shoves a rolled-up map into your arms. 
“This is why you strangers are where you are now. Sneaks, all of you. 
You’re lucky I still help you.” 

“Yes, grandest. Thank you.” You bow. “I … I know what you keep 
back there. I didn’t think you minded if I …” 

“You do?” Lio P’s voice softens. 
“The godson corpse,” you say. “The map.” 
“Oh. Ah. Yes,” he says. “All the same I have other. Private things. 

Back there, and I still forbid you to enter it. Now, it is time you left. 
Oh, and …” Lio P narrows his eye at you. “I shouldn’t really do this. 
But I will, because I am a gentleman.” He takes a little leather pouch 
from a basket on the floor, and hands it to you. “This is luminescent 
moss. It glows in total darkness. It will help you mark your path. If you 
ever get lost, you can backtrack to the last point at which you knew 
where you were.” 

“Thank you,” you say. You need to be going now. You have rested 
plenty, and pretty soon your food will be out. “Good-bye.” 

“Good-bye, Si Muue. Don’t come back.” Lio P laughs. 
 
 

You need to keep moving. You will never find your way back to 
the Family otherwise. 

Trek through an enormous tunnel. The floor slopes upward. The 
soles of your shoes flop loose at the toes, catch on the ground, peel 
back, the balls of your feet touch wet, mud, slick melting meat. Your 
lantern swings forward and illuminates nothing. Stop. 

You hold it out further, and as you try to put it down your elbow 
plunges into empty air. You are on the edge of a precipice. The ground 
is too distant to reflect light. But you have to keep moving. You’ve 
been in the tunnel so long, no paths branching off from it—to go back 
now would mean days of backtracking. And where would that put you 
in the end? Where were you before the tunnel? 

A people-built structure? A little hut … or the low-ceilinged bone 
cave, the shape of a flatcake? The three towering white pillars? 
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You have to keep moving forward. You drop a bit of luminescent 

moss over the precipice. Your toes are sinking into the mud. Your eyes 
are drooping. Turn off the lantern, let your eyes adjust to the darkness, 
try to find what little light there is within it. 

Slowly you see the space is lit up like the night sky, but the stars 
shine from the depths, not the heights. Some stars, you can tell, are 
tents. 

Could be anyone down there. Even your Family. This huge space 
could hold hundreds of Families. Your siblings, your brother, your 
sister, the elder recordkeeper and their nephew, their nephew P So, 
wonderful P So, you always daydreamed about being his wife, but he 
died, he must’ve, the elder recordkeeper and a shorter stranger beside 
them, too dark to see, but it must’ve been P So, at the other end of the 
camp, as you watched the recordkeeper refuse to give any more food, 
then the tlueelofs stabbed the shorter stranger to death, you know the 
voice of those cries had to be P So’s, the elder recordkeeper lashed out, 
you watched them die under the pumping spears, then all the weight of 
your Family’s history fell on you, all responsibility to its memory came 
down on your head. 

Tlueelofs. Tlueelof hunters. Any hostile groups could be down 
there, in that lower sky. 

You need to rest. For now, you are in a safe space. Lay down in the 
mud. “Iodeuu,” you say, “keep me that I may wake tomorrow.” 

What tomorrow? 
 
 

You need grease-of-blood. Your lantern is guttering, it will burn 
out soon, but you are in this endless bone cavern, backtracking, trying 
to return to that rot pocket you came through, slick with melting fat. Or 
was it a green blood swamp? Wherever, you can grease your lantern 
there. 

But you are going in circles following this moss. You are in front 
of this shitborn black lake again. Isn’t this near the cartographer? 
Maybe you can find him, and he’ll put you back on the right track. Or 
maybe he will save you from this circle. Hasn’t he done that before? 
Isn’t he always the one to save you, when you find yourself going 
around? 

Your lantern goes out, and you stop to relight it. You crouch by the 
shore. What is on the other side of this lake? Is there even another side? 
You look ahead at the glowing dots of moss forming a trail. And you 
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You need to get to the surface. You are suffocating. You punch 
upward into the meat, and blood pours down on you. You thrust harder, 
and the meat and blood engulfs you. You struggle upward, flesh all 
around you, and suddenly your knife strikes hard bone. You push as 
hard as you can but can’t burst free, the bone too tough to crack, and 
now your lungs are exploding inward. Your knife finds one little nick 
in the bone, and you push as hard as you can, and then your hand is out, 
the bone shatters like glass, you are through, out into the open air, on 
the high peaks of Iodeuu’s Knees. 

But you can’t see beyond the little patch of putrid skin beneath 
your feet. Darkness clings to your eyes, and you can’t see stars above, 
or the lights of cities below, anything. You claw at your face, again you 
can’t breathe. 

Awake screaming. You fly off the predator-hide cot and smash into 
the bare bone floor. Lio P lurches into the room, coming from his 
private quarters deeper within his home. You stare at him, and 
remember who he is, looming over you. He sighs, and rectifies the cot 
that you’ve knocked akilter, replacing the pillow and blankets that have 
fallen off. 

“Nightmare?” he asks. 
“No,” you say. 
“Can you. Can you read dreams?” he asks. 
You rub your hip where you slammed into the ground. 
“It is said that strangers can do that,” Lio P says. “Read dreams. 

Interpret them.” 
“For the weakest of the ‘weaker races,’ we seem to be capable of 

quite a bit,” you say. 
Lio P laughs. “I’ll get breakfast. You’ll want a full belly before you 

set off. And maybe you’ve neglected to tell me something about your 
travels. Sleep sometimes brings brings brings up old old memories.” He 
scowls and leaves the room. You take a seat at the table, and Lio P soon 
returns with two bowls of soup, a small one for you and a large one for 
him. 

“Have you then,” he says. “Remembered anything?” 
You shake your head, and begin devouring the bloody, lukewarm 

mixture. 
“You know, dear, you are a very talkative creature,” Lio P says. 
You look up, mouth full, and just squint your eyes. 
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can stick your arm into the wall up to your shoulder, and you still only 
feel the cold dead heavy press of meat, you withdraw, try another wall. 
Again no escape, you hear sloshing behind you. 

Turn, the water in the hole has risen, the person floating there has 
climbed out, an eluooson with thick dark hair plastered over their face, 
they rush toward you silently. “Stop!” you shout, but they keep rushing, 
mouth open, big blocky teeth still silent. Dodge them, they crash to the 
floor. 

You find another spot in the wall to hack into, the water rises above 
your ankles. The eluooson sloshes toward you again, turn and dodge 
them and slam them to the ground, point the lantern directly into their 
eyes. They don’t even block the light, dazed by it, struggling weakly. 

You shutter the lantern and push the blinded eluooson out into the 
middle of the chamber. The water is up to your knees now, resume 
hacking at the wall, push your arm in up to your elbow and suddenly 
you punch through. Cut into the meat as hard and fast as you can, until 
there is a long, deep gash, big enough for your body. You push your 
way into the wound, taking off your pack and holding it at your side to 
make as low a profile as possible. The eluooson coughs and sputters 
behind you. 

“Over here!” you shout. “You can make it out!” Deep breath now, 
push your head into the wound. 

The meat presses all around you. It drips with rain too. You shuffle 
sideways through it, entirely buried, then one arm strikes open air, then 
your leg, your head, you’re out, you gasp for breath. 

No lights here, no rising water. The floor is sloped up. You lift the 
lantern’s shutter and illuminate a narrow tunnel with pink and green 
walls. Your arms are leaden from cutting. You sit and watch the hole 
you came through, waiting to see if the eluooson will come through. 
There was one branch of your Family, the Muuchars, who stayed in 
Lippie when you fled into the mountains, because they thought they 
could pass for eluoosons, hairy, and their men and women especially 
hairy, kids used to make fun of them for it, you can remember their 
faces now better than you can remember your mother’s, or the 
Keeper’s, or the elder recordkeeper’s. 

You wait a while longer, but the eluooson does not come through. 
They are drowning in that white bulb. Unable to find the way out. 

You dry heave, dry heave six more times.  
Push yourself up and walk up the tunnel. Some rain still drips on 

you. 
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see crouched by one an enormous figure, touching it, laying out more 
moss. 

Shaking, you rise, and walk toward the figure. With your light out, 
it must not have noticed you, but it turns with a start and stares. You 
can see it’s Lio P, and you can see he holds a leather bag of moss. 

“What are you doing?” You ask. You’re still a few dozen paces 
away from him, but your voice carries easily in the cave. At this 
distance, you can see his eye darting about, to the moss, to you, to his 
own feet. 

“I … was just walking around, looking for something. You seem to 
have stumbled upon the path I laid to keep from getting lost.” 

“Getting lost?” You ask. “Why would you fear getting lost, these 
caves are where you live, don’t you know them by now?” 

“One can never be too careful,” Lio P says. 
“I think this has happened before,” you say. “I always end up 

circling these caverns. A circle of moss. Over and over again. How is 
that possible? How can I backtrack, but end up in a circle?” 

Lio P stares at you. You stare back, head held as high as you can 
raise it. 

“And your maps. They never lead anywhere. Over and over again, 
dead ends. So then I backtrack, try to figure out where I went wrong 
…” 

“What do you want from me?” Lio P asks. 
“I want to know the way out.” 
“I’ve shown you my map!” Lio P shouts. “And don’t say it’s not 

accurate because it’s a godson.” 
“I don’t know what god was. I don’t know if this corpse ever was a 

god,” you say. “I just want to see my family again. I want to get out of 
here. That is what I want from you, Lio P.” 

“You’d never make it out. You’d die first.” 
“Then come with me. Guide me out.” 
“No! I am waiting for a large group to come by, that will protect 

me—” 
“That’s a lie!” you try to shout, but your throat hurts, so you only 

shout, “That’s!” and then whisper, “a lie. You know no group is 
coming. If you wait for one, you will wait forever.” 

“And you,” Lio P says, “do you really believe your family is alive, 
waiting for you, on the other side of these mountains?” 

You would cry, if you could, but the cry starves to death in your 
throat just like your shout. 
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“We all have our lies down here,” Lio P says. “That is how we 

survive. So the maps I have given you have never led you out. Yes, I 
have lied to you, and you’ve lied to yourself, believing every time that I 
would help you. But at least we’ve accomplished something. Whether 
by luck, skill, or some Orthodox magic, you survive everything. You’re 
the only traveler I’ve ever been able to use as a surveyor. We have 
learned so much, and I have kept you fed, even after you took my eye. 
We both lie, saying we want to leave, because we both know we would 
never survive. We both know Our King would not let us. The only way 
out is through the Pass of Breath, which is swarming with hunter 
groups. No, Our King means us to be here, entombed in his grave, for 
who knows how many years … and in the meantime, we lie to make it 
go pleasantly.” Lio P stares at you, then grunts and retrieves the moss 
from the floor, stuffing it into his bag. He walks toward you, and stoops 
at the next pile of moss. 

“No,” you say. “No, I don’t … no.” 
“What?” 
“Maybe you’re right, and God wants me to die in here, but I don’t 

care. I want to leave, even if it kills me, even if my family is all dead, I 
won’t keep going in circles. I haven’t believed your lies because I want 
to, I’ve believed them because they’re the only thing I have, you’ve 
taken all my memories, written them down and kept them in that room, 
all I have is nightmares. So let me into the map room, let me read the 
records of everywhere I’ve been, every part of this body that I’ve seen. 
Then I’ll figure out a path out, and leave you.” 

“No,” Lio P says. 
You think of your knife, but you know it can’t kill him. 
“No, dear. That room is private, for … I cannot allow you in there. 

Come back to my home, and eat. I have some slabs of cured maggot I 
bartered off an Eluuoson a few days ago. Does that sound good? I can 
even bring out those old papers, recordings of your travels, to you, as 
long as you don’t go back in the room.” 

You set down your lantern. You need more grease, Lio P has more 
grease-of-blood. 

“I’ll draw you a fresh map, give you plenty of provisions, let you 
sleep for a day or two. How does that sound?” 

Has this happened before? What did you do last time? If you don’t 
go in the map room, and search out the papers for yourself, Lio P could 
bring you anything and say it was the real papers. New false memories, 
written out to steer you on your next expedition. 
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“No,” you say. You try to form a prayer, but your mouth is so tired, 

you give up after simply saying “God.” You take out your tinderbox 
and strike a spark into the lantern. A low flame flares up, and you look 
around you. You can go anywhere. Any direction. No map. Certain 
death, but that is better than eternal death in the service of a godson. 
Why flee Lippie just to become a slave down here? 

“What?” Lio P stands up straight. “What are you saying?” 
“If you won’t let me in that room. Then I’m leaving.” You pick up 

the lantern and stand. 
“Leaving? No, there is no leaving here.” 
Lio P begins to walk toward you, and you realize how quickly he 

can outrun you in this broad, empty cavern. 
You twist and run into the black lake. You can’t swim, but you 

keep moving, hearing the cartographer thrash behind you. Your lamp is 
engulfed in black water, extinguished, what grease was left is washed 
out, and the water rises to your stomach, to your chest. 

“Come back!” Lio P shouts. “I need you! Si Muue! If you leave me 
you will never find your family! You’ll drown!” Lio P is nowhere near 
you, thrashing around too much to be able to hear your steady 
movement deeper and deeper into the water. 

Then the water swallows you. 
 
 

You awake when you cannot breathe, spluttering, pick your head 
up. It is raining, the bulb you are in is slick with streams of water. Take 
up your lantern and cast light onto the milk-white curved walls of the 
place, and the gray water swirling at the bottom. The space is small 
enough that the lantern can illuminate all of it, and you quickly scan the 
spherical chamber to find where you came from. 

There—a circular hole in the ground, all the water draining into it. 
You approach and point your lantern into its depths. Just a few 
measures down, you see gray water rising up—something in the water. 
It rises further, then moves, large brown eyes look at you. It doesn’t say 
anything, just moves its mouth. It doesn’t try to climb the steep walls of 
the tube it is swimming in, it just floats. 

Back away from the hole, look for more openings, see none. The 
water keeps rising, it will rise to drown you. 

Take your knife from your belt and rush to one wall and slash into 
it. The white wall cracks and peels off like eggshell, but there’s tougher 
gray-red meat beneath. Cut into it, thrust deeper and deeper, there must 
be another chamber nearby. When you have hacked so much that you 


